
Bill C-52 - Minister of Public Safety 
An Act regulating telecommunications facilities to support investigations 
(Investigating and Preventing Criminal Electronic Communications Act) 
Introduced November 1, 2010. 
Bill Narrative I Descriptor: 
The Act will require telecommunications service providers to put in place and 
maintain certain capabilities that facilitate the lawful interception of information 
transmitted by telecommunications and to provide basic information about their 
subscribers to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service, the Commissioner of Competition and any police service 
constituted under the laws of a province. 

Explanation of any Omissions to the Questions Below: 

The costs outlined in the response to Question 2 differ slightly from those tabled 
in Parliament on 17 February 2011 ($83.7M versus $90.978M, respectively). The 
Parliamentary submission aggregated costs over a five-year timeframe, while the 
figures used in response to Question 2 are based on a four-year timeframe, that 
includes one year of on-going costs added to the four-year figures, thereby 
equalling a five-year timeframe. 

Additionally, the Parliamentary submission figures were based on a previous 
Memorandum to Cabinet, in which the subtotal for four years was $84.2M. 
However, the four year figure now being requested through a Treasury Board 
Submission will be $83.7M, and $6.7M ongoing. 

What are the incremental cost estimates broken down by Capital, 
Operations & Maintenance and Other categories? 
The interception of communications is essential for investigating and prosecuting 
serious crime and combating terrorism. The police and the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service (CSIS) require lawful interception of communications in 
some instances. The challenge to these agencies is that there is currently no 
legal requirement for companies offering telecommunications services in Canada 
to build intercept capability into their networks. As a result, we now have 
situations where judicial authorization is granted (i.e. a warrant is issued), but 
cannot be effected because the service provider's network is not intercept 
capable. Criminals and terrorists are aware of interception "safe havens" and 
exploit them to continue their criminal activities undetected. In addition, new 
telecommunications services and products are being rolled out every day and 
there are too many instances where judicially authorized warrants cannot be 
executed in a timely manner due to a lack of intercept capability on 
telecommunications networks. 
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The Investigating and Preventing Criminal Electronic Communications Act will 
address challenges posed by modern technologies that did not exist when the 
legal framework for interception was designed nearly 40 years ago. The 
legislation will help ensure that when warrants are issued, telecommunications 
companies have the technical ability required to intercept communications. In 
addition, an administration and enforcement regime will be created to ensure that 
telecommunications service providers comply with the requirements in the 
legislation. Public Safety Canada will be responsible for administering this 
regime, and will work extensively with telecommunications service providers. 

While building and maintaining intercept capable networks will generate costs for 
companies, the Government will provide reasonable compensation when retrofits 
to existing networks are needed. Telecommunications service providers will also 
be entitled to compensation for specialized telecommunications support provided 
in aSSisting with the implementation of interceptions. 

The police, CSIS and the Competition Bureau also require basic subscriber 
information in a timely fashion, as it is an essential tool for fighting crime and 
terrorism. Basic subscriber information refers to identifiers such as name, 
address, telephone number, Internet Protocol address, e-mail address, service 
provider identification and certain cell phone identifiers. The police, CSIS and 
the Competition Bureau currently do not need a warrant to request this basic 
information. 

There is currently no legal requirement for telecommunications service providers 
to provide such information to authorities. As a result, the practices of releasing 
this information vary across the country. This lack of consistency and clarity can 
delay or block investigations. A solution is required that will help ensure that the 
police, CSIS and the Competition Bureau can obtain basic subscriber 
information, while at the same time safeguarding the privacy rights of 
Canadians. The Act will accomplish this by compelling all service providers to 
release this information upon request, and by creating a reporting regime that 
ensures accountability and includes privacy related safeguards. 
Telecommunications service providers will also be entitled to compensation for 
providing basic subscriber information to deSignated officials from the police, 
CSIS and the Competition Bureau. 

Bill C-52 provides authorities with the updated tools needed in the face of rapidly 
changing technology, without diminishing the considerable legal protections 
currently afforded to Canadians with respect to privacy or freedom from 
unreasonable search and seizure. The legislation strikes an appropriate 
balance, taking into account investigative needs, the competitiveness of the 
telecommunications industry, and the security and privacy rights of Canadians. 

Budget 2006 set aside funding for the implementation of measures to be found in 
lawful interception legislation (Bill C-52). The release of this funding was 
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contingent upon passage of lawful interception legislation, 

Once legislation is passed, Public Safety Canada, the RCMP and CSIS would 
require $83,7M over four years and $6,7M in ongoing funding for implementation, 
The breakdown of funding is as follows: 

Total Funding 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Total Ongoing 

Capital 0 0 0 0 0 0 
**Operation & 9,441,414 26,501,328 26,496,277 17,416,429 79,855,448 5,686,429 
Maintenance 
Employee 559,817 672,266 703,206 721,296 2,656,585 721,296 
Benefit Plan 
Accommodation 242,769 280,406 300,517 312,275 1,135,967 312,275 
(PWGSC) 
Total: 10,244,000 27,454,000 27,500,000 18,450,000 83,648,000 6,720,000 

Public Safety Canada 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Total Ongoing 

Capital 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-Operation & 1,764,054 1,868,513 2,017,462 2,187,614 7,837,643 2,057,614 
Maintenance 
Employee Benefit 161,179 219,083 250,023 268,113 898,398 268,113 
Plan 
Accommodation 104,767 142,404 162,515 174,273 583,959 174,273 
(PWGSC) 
Total: 2,030,000 2,230,000 2,430,000 2,630,000 9,320,000 2,500,000 

**includes personnel costs 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Total Ongoing 

Capital 0 0 0 0 0 0 
**Operation & 2,979,688 10,479,688 10,479,688 7,979,688 31,918,752 1,379,688 
Maintenance 
Employee Benefit 212,310 212,310 212,310 212,310 849,240 212,310 
Plan 
Accommodation 138,002 138,002 138,002 138,002 552,008 138,002 

. (PWGSC) 
I Total: 3,330,000 10,830,000 10,830,000 8,330,000 33,320,000 1,730,000 

**includes personnel costs 

Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
The four year total for CSIS (including personnel costs) would be $41,008,000 
with $2,490,000 ongoing, 

For reasons of national security and to protect operational integrity, CSIS does 
not publicly disclose details of its budget, expenditures, or procurements, Such 
disclosures can provide insight into CSIS operational capacity and, in so doing, 
can reveal the extent to which CSIS is capable of investigating threat related 
activities,l 
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What is the baseline departmental funding requirement excluding the 
impacts of the bills and Acts, broken down by Capital, Operations and 
Maintenance and Other categories? 

The current Lawful Access Initiative consists of $57M in ongoing funding that is 
divided among the Lawful Access Initiative partners, namely Public Safety 
Canada, CSIS, the RCMP, the Public Prosecution Service of Canada, the 
Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC), the Department of 
Justice and Industry Canada. Public Safety Canada is responsible for reporting 
on an annual basis to Treasury Board on the activities of each partner in 
supporting the Initiative. See Annex 1 for a detailed breakdown of the Lawful 
Access Initiative funding. 

Of the $57M currently provided annually under the Lawful Access Initiative, a 
significant proportion (94 percent) is used by the technical partners (CSIS, the 
RCMP and CSEC) to develop technical tools and solutions to enable 
interceptions, develop new methods to process and analyze information, design 
and acquire specialized hardware and software, and develop decryption and 
other cryptographic techniques. However, Significant challenges remain, 
including the increasingly complex array of technologies that continue to be 
introduced, which often have no built-in interception capability, and the limited 
and static yearly funding level within the Initiative that supports the development 
of interim interception solutions. Funding under this Initiative supports the 
development of tactical interception solutions (i.e. hardware-based), whereas the 
proposed funding under Bill C-52 would be targeted towards network interception 
solutions (software-based). 

What are the total departmental Annual Reference Level (ARL), including all 
quasi-statutory and non-quasi-statutory items, including Capital, 
Operations and Maintenance and Other categories, including the 
incremental cost estimates? 
Money for Bill C-52 has been set aside in the fiscal framework subject to the 
passage of lawful interception legislation. As such, funding is not yet included 
within Annual Reference Levels. Once legislation is passed, Annual Reference 
Levels will reflect the new funding levels. 

What are the detailed cost accounting, analysis and projections, including 
assumptions, for each of the bills and Acts, conducted in accordance with 
the Treasury Board Guide to Costing? 
The Investigating and Preventing Criminal Electronic Communications Act will 
include three categories of activities: administration of the program; ensuring 
compliance with the program; and implementing interception capability. 
The administration of the program includes working with approximately 500 
telecommunications service providers that will be subiect to the obliqations of the 
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legislation. Activities related to administration include: provision of advice 
related to Ministerial Orders (either compelling additional obligations or granting 
suspensions from certain obligations); granting of exemption orders; collecting 
and analyzing compliance reports submitted by telecommunications service 
providers; implementing privacy safeguards within the RCMP and CSIS 
concerning access to basic subscriber information; development of administrative 
guidelines; hosting a Government-Industry Forum; and ongoing training. To 
ensure effective administration of the program, including compliance activities, 
$26.8M (32%) over the initial four years will be dedicated to the implementation 
and ongoing administration of the program. To undertake administration and 
compliance activities, a total of 17 FTEs will be required. 

Compliance with the program involves Public Safety Canada hiring and training 
inspection and enforcement officers, who will be supported by CSIS and the 
RCMP. These officers will ensure compliance with the legislative and regulatory 
requirements through site visits and inspections. They will have powers to issue 
administrative monetary penalties (AMPs) or recommend court proceedings, 
including appeal procedures. To support this work further, the RCMP and CSIS 
will work with telecommunications service providers to assess their networks and 
ensure compatibility with CSIS and RCMP technical platforms. To ensure the 
effective operations of the compliance regime, a total of 14.5 FTEs will be 
required. However, at year 4 of the program, 5 of the FTEs allotted to the 
implementing interception capability functions will be moved to further bolster the 
increased workload expected in the compliance function. The increase in work is 
expected as over the first three years of the program, more and more 
telecommunications service providers will implement intercept capable systems, 
thereby increasing the demands of the compliance function in year four and 
beyond. 

Implementing intercept capability is a key component of the program, and 
involves CSIS and the RCMP working closely with telecommunications service 
providers. As it is more cost effective for service providers to build interception 
capability into equipment at the design stage, this will not be possible for existing 
equipment that is currently in use. To ensure CSIS and the RCMP successfully 
fulfill their mandates, it is necessary that intercept capabilities be accelerated or 
enhanced for existing equipment. $57.4M (68%) over the initial four years will be 
dedicated to this activity, and will be used in the following three areas: wireless 
networks; internet networks; and wireline networks. A total of 7 FTEs will be 
required to undertake the above activities during the initial four years of the 
program. After year four 5 FTEs will be transitioned to the compliance function 
as previously described. 

For reasons of national security and to protect operational integrity, CSIS does 
not publicly disclose details of its budget, expenditures, or procurements. Such 
disclosures can provide insight into CSIS operational capacity and, in so doing, 
can reveal the extent to which CSIS is ca able of investi atin their threat related 
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activities." 

While normally disclosed to the public, details surrounding RCMP funding related 
to Bill C-52 (including costing tools) has not been included, as an extrapolation of 
these numbers from the overall funding levels would disclose the CSIS funding 
levels.3 
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Annex I - LAWFUL ACCESS CONSOLIDATED FUNDING (FY 2010-20 11) 
(Thousands of dollars) 

Department/ Lawful Access Initiative 20 I 0·20 1I 
A~cncy and ongoing 

PS Policy Coordination and Leoislative $183 
Accommotlation $17 
SUB TOTAL $200 

RCMP Interception Solutions $5,452 
Proccssin ll and Analysis $2,012 
Connection Techniques $5,452 
Field SUJ1Por! 51,448 
Accommodation 5336 
SUBTOTAL $14,700 ' 

CSIS/CSEC SUBTOTAL $38,800 ' 

DOJ Comprehensive Legislative Review $595 
Lcual Advice $762 
i\ccommOllalion SI20 
SUBTOTAL $1,477 

PPSC Lcual Advice and Prosecution SI,394 
Accommouati(}11 $123 
SUBTOTAL $1,517 

IC Policy Development 5278 
Accommodation $22 
SUBTOTAL $300 

TOTAL $56,994 

I The Federal Court has recognized that disclosing even "seemingly unrelated or innocuous pieces of 
information, which may not in themselves be particularly sensitive, can provide an insight into the scope or 
progress of ongoing intelligence operations," It should be noted that CSIS is subject to regular and IllIl 
indepcndcnt rcview by thc Security Intelligcnce Review Committee (SIRC) and the CSIS InspcclOr General. 
CSIS is also subjcct 10 the scrutiny of the Auditor General and other officers of ParliamcllI for which spccial 
measun:s exist [0 ensure that appropriate review can be conducted within a statutory framcwork to protect 
sensitive national security information. 
:: Tht! Federal Court Ilas recognized that disclosing even "seemingly unrelated or innocuous pieces of 
information, which may 110( in themselves be particularly sensitive, can provide an insight into tile scope or 
progress of ongoing intelligence operations." 

It should 11c noted that CSIS is subjecllo regular and full independcrll rcview hy the Security IrlleJligcllce 
Review Committcc (SIRe) and the CSIS Inspector General. CSIS is also suhject to the scrutiny of till' Auditor 
General and other IlITio.:rs or Parliament for which special measures exist to l'llsurl' that appropriatc revicw can 
he conducted \vithin a statutory framework to proJect sensitive national security information. 
1 The R(,MP has suhmitted for approval, through the Annual Reference Level Update process. 10 convert funding 
from O&M to salary. This is heing done to address significal1l operational gaps. This changc will he reflected in 
the funding table upon approval by T13S. 
~ For reasons of national security and to protect operational integrity specific funding amounts related to CSIS 
and CSEC have not been identified, as in so doing, information can be revealed to adversaries on the extent 10 
which CSIS and ('SEC is capable of investigating threat related activities. 
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